
Monthly CWC Sacramento  
One-hour Zoom Meeting 

Saturday March 20, 2021 –  
Starting at 1 p.m. 

“Self-Publishing Strategies: How 
to Design, Prepare, and Promote 

Your Book” 

With Andrew Benzie 
Designer, Publisher, and Owner 

of Andrew Benzie Books 

With the availability of the Internet, print-
on-demand technology, and electronic book formats, there has 
never been a better time for authors to publish their work. 
Andrew Benzie, publisher, designer, and owner of Andrew Benzie 
Books, will discuss the steps involved to self-publish your book.  

Topics covered will include: 

• The importance of cover design and branding 
• How to prepare your interior layout 
• ISBN numbers, pricing and royalties 
• KDP, Amazon, Ingram Spark, ebooks, audiobooks 
• Tips and strategies to help market your book 

Bay Area native Andrew Benzie has over 30 years experience in 
the design industry. He has worked for corporate art 
departments, and as a freelance designer for his own company: 
Andrew Benzie Creative Design (ABCD). In 2010, he established 
his own publishing company -- Andrew Benzie Books -- to help 
authors design, publish, and market their books. 
(www.andrewbenziebooks.com)
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First Friday Networking Zoom Meeting 
March 5, 2021 at 10 a.m. 

From your meeting facilitator, Michel Inaba, 

“Your Audience Is Waiting”  
All writers need to recognize and create opportunities to showcase their work.  It’s easy 
to spend all your time knocking on doors with little result.  It would seem wise to look for 
invitations to submit your work.  One of the easiest ways is to submit to anthologies.  
  
CWC Sacramento is actively working on a member anthology and SUBMISSIONS ARE 
ALREADY OPEN. (Deadline is April 20.) At our March First Friday Zoom meeting, you will 
have an opportunity to introduce and preview your work before submission.    
  
To introduce your piece, you will need to write a one sentence tagline intended to grab a 
reader's attention.  It should be catchy, memorable, and intriguing.    
  
Following that, you will have an opportunity to read a sample of your work (no more 
than a page) in any genre.    
  
So, it’s time to turn on your printer and spit out the little gem that’s been waiting to be 
shared with the world.  It’s time to let it sparkle and shine.  
  

*     *     *     *     *     *      

We hope that this issue of the newsletter  

inspires your creativity! 

Your editors 

Marcia Ehinger, content 

Rosi Hollinbeck, layout 



 “But there's a story behind everything. How a picture got on a wall. How a scar got on your 
face. Sometimes the stories are simple, and sometimes they are hard and heartbreaking...” 
― Mitch Albom, For One More Day 
 
Heading into March, are you filled with story prompts? Or, like me, running low on ideas? 
Here are some, adapted in part from Sharon McDonnel, a Bay Area freelance writer 
(“Wondering How to Find Story Ideas? Wonder Some More!” ASJA Magazine, Fall 2020).  

▪ Turn an insult into a story. If enough time has passed and you can look at the slight 
objectively – or at least somewhat calmly – write a story about it, or have a character 
in your fiction run into the same thing. Same with an embarrassing situation. A good 
chance for narrator self-reflection and, in the case of fiction, a good test of character 
for your protagonist. 

▪ Find out why a waitress is wearing plaid. Or why some people won’t go out without 
make up. Why certain men wear felt hats. It may relate to cultural tradition, restaurant 
or family history, or one’s own personal preference. 

▪ Identify a practice, e.g., flower carpets -- something you think is unique to one place. 
But later, you discover that the tradition occurs elsewhere, turning it into a trend or a 
universal.  

▪ Obituary. Unfortunately, there are too many of these at this time, but write-ups on a 
life well lived can provide inspirational stories. Heartfelt “In Memoriam” anniversaries 
can serve to remind us of raw, human emotion. 

Whether or not you can use any of these, I hope you are involved in a writing project or two! 
Check out the newsletter and website about our anthology project, the CWC Lit Review, a 
Beta Reader meeting on the 11th -- and other events. I would also like to mention that we 
lost two members and a friend recently. Looking forward to seeing you at the next Zoom 
meeting!
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Message from Our 
President,  

Kimberly A. Edwards 
CWC Sacramento President 

Every Day Brings a  

New Story

https://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/3125926
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NEW MEMBERS 
Our February new member is Richard Vestnys from Granite Bay, who is 
interested in poetry and theology.

MEMBER NEWS 

2/7/21 email from Steve Abbott: 

       If you need some filler for the newsletter, use this fodder. While watching the latest eastern 
snowstorm on TV, I was inspired to try to read Whittier's SNOW BOUND. I tried at eighty-two and 
failed to finish as I had when I was nineteen. And then these words:  
   
Too long to read when I was green.  
Now winter's ears no longer hear the silent hush of snow.  
The blizzard's howl is lost in ink and endless drifts of rhyme.  
   
P.S. I ruptured a major leg tendon mid-November, had surgery, contracted Covid (no symptoms) in 
rehab, moved to assisted living, about to get out in a week or two.   
All is well. Been working on a memoir or short story, depending on one's criteria. Published another 
article on whiskey merchant and important Sacramento leader George Waterman Chesley. You might 
be able to Google: Steve Abbott George Waterman Chesley Bottles and Extras Ferdinand. p.41 and 
following.  

Season 2, Episode 2 = fun x infinity! 
Chris Hennessy is now filming the second season of his family show starring daughter Hannah,  
Yolo Yolo's - A Reality TV Show: 'Hannah & Friends fun & uplifting adventures through Yolo County 
& Beyond'. The second episode ’Improv Acting Class at Woodland Opera House' features Woodland 
Opera House’s own Cody Craven (17 years professional actor). He gives a jam-packed-full-of-great-
tips and laughs improv acting lesson, to the already sharp-quick-witted Yolo YoYo’s = great family 
entertainment! Filmed Jan 2020 @ Woodland Opera House. You can find the shows on YouTube and 
leave feedback on their Facebook page. There is a GoFundMe site to help with production costs and 
custom animations. 
(chrishennessyfilms@gmail.com) 
 

In the January 2021 newsletter, we applauded the efforts of member Edric Cane, a retired math 
teacher from France, who has worked for a number of years on the miscarriage of justice he 
perceived in the trial and sentencing of Quinton Watts. On February 5 and 
6, Jason Pohl from the Sacramento Bee reported a follow-up story of 
Edric’s efforts. Quinton Watts was released from prison and met by the 
teen daughters he hadn’t seen in twelve years, as well as Edric, who 
bumped elbows and offered advice about pandemic masks and vaccine. 
After working hard on the case and getting a reporter from The Bee 
involved, Edric continues to provide support to Quinton’s family, advice 
and treatment for Quinton, and help with a job search. Edric’s daughter 
set up a GoFundMe page to help with Quinton’s expenses.

https://fb.us10.list-manage.com/track/click?u=4c8a4ccd2df172e4ca39f3559&id=ed7567329b&e=80a2243a88


CWC Sacramento Anthology 2021  
Submission Guidelines  

[Deadline:  April 20, 2021] 

Working title – Patch-Work: Writing from the California Writers 
Club, Sacramento 

Who are we? What do we have to say? What do we represent? 
We come from a variety of backgrounds, communities, cultural 
traditions, and generations, and we express our experiences in 
many different ways. Together, we comprise a patchwork, bits 
and pieces that form a whole cloth. We also patch things up, 
fixing and mending. Today, we live in a time of pandemic disease 

and strife. Together, we can perform patch-work and find ways to heal our world. 

Fellow writers, prepare your poetry and prose, fiction (story or standalone chapter of a novel) and 
non-fiction (essay, memoir, travel, etc.) in short works (2500 words or less). May be previously 
published. Any genre. Members only. (To join, please go to the website: 
cwcsacramentowriters.org.) One or two pieces per author, a $10 fee per piece (payable by credit 
card on the website). Details for submission: Word.doc or Google docs, Times New Roman, 12-pt, 
double-spaced, one space after each period, paragraphs indented 5 spaces, 1-inch margins all 
around, page numbers in footer, title in header, no other personal identifiers; first page should 
have title, genre, and word count, centered.  

Prepare a separate cover sheet with author’s name, pen name (if preferred for publication), 
contact information (email, phone), title (of submission), genre, word count, 100-word biography. 
Please send a headshot (jpeg format), if you have one. (If your submission is accepted, we will 
ask for one.)  

We encourage all members to create or update their biographies and headshots on the club 
website (“Members” tab). There are guidelines for the bios on the site, and you may view other 
members’ information. You may also share the link to your member bio with others. 

There is an “Authorization to Publish” form on website. You will agree to a one-time publication by 
CWC Sacramento when you pay the submission fee. Pieces that proselytize, are libelous, or 
contain gratuitous vulgarity are NOT acceptable. Minor editing 
may be performed by the reviewers. For submissions requiring 
more extensive editing, a reader will contact the author with 
suggestions for improvement. Our club President, Kim Edwards, 
will also be offering two Zoom clinics for those who need help 
with their pieces. These will be held prior to the deadline 
(tentatively, March 18 p.m. and April 8 a.m.). 

Send completed manuscript + cover sheet, as email 
attachments, subject line: anthology, to 
CWCSacAnthology@gmail.com. Deadline is April 20, 2021.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

mailto:CWCSacAnthology@gmail.com


The CWC Literary Review deadline for submissions 
of March 15 has been extended until April 15, 2021. 
  
You do not necessarily need to write something new. As 
long as it fits the word requirement of 2500 or less, you 
can submit work previously published (including poetry). 
Please visit www.calwriters.org and carefully read the Lit 
Review guidelines. 

March is Memoir Month -- Non-fiction Authors Assn. 
CEO Stephanie Chandler says, “I admire those of you who 
are brave enough to share your personal stories with the 
world. That is often a vulnerable experience.” Free 
Webinar: Memoir Writing Tips - March 4th; Course: Memoir Writing Essentials - Begins 
March 11th; Article: Book Marketing for Memoir Writers.   See: 
www.nonfictionauthorsassociation.com 

Poets & Authors Transitioning to Screen with Indigo Moor 
Wednesday, March 10, 6-7:30 p.m.; $25 for CWC members, $35 for nonmembers 
Whether in poetry or prose, the desire to see our work on screen is irresistible. make 
your work palatable to directors, actors, and producers. With Indigo Moor, an award-
winning poet & author. (www.indigomoor.org) 
CWC Redwood Writers: www.redwoodwriters.org 

Thinkingfunny21: A humor writing and comedy workshop 
April 3, 9 a.m.- 4:30/5:30 p.m. $100 – Early bird discount to our club through March 31 
(Coupon code “30-off” for a 30% discount). Topics include humor columns & novels, 
comedic memoirs, stand-up, funny folk music, and how animators plan and execute 
stories. Lineup at: www.thinkingfunny.com/thinkingfunny21. Send questions to Robb at 
info@thinkingfunny.com. 

From Sands Hall: Community of Writers Summer Workshops Deadlines: POETRY 
(June 19-26) March 28; FICTION (July 11-17) March 28; MEMOIR/NONFICTION (August 
1-6) April 28 -- in the virtual Valley.  
March 11:  Into the Woods, Down to the Underworld—& Back Again—with 
Frankie Lyshak: A Workshop. I’ll be talking about myth & fairy tale in conjunction 
with some of Lyshak’s evocative paintings, offering a writing prompt to connect these 
fascinating topics. March 11, 1:00-2:00 PACIFIC. Here’s the link to join, and I hope 
you will! April 24/25: Back by popular demand! SCENE: The Building Block of 
Story, a weekend intensive. I have a few slots left. (sandsmhall@gmail.com) & 
(communityofwriters.org) Iowa Summer Writing Festival -- not just summer, and 
online through 2021. (iowasummerwritingfestival.org) 
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http://www.calwriters.org
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001VJpZ7fdI6Ia99yFETH16nSA1V3-GqKtsAflBU9BESNj_evZh9CM66Roo1Anb1jac3NbkLFFmZPGVP-3fEx7deViFPkMCwXHbkthkraI2eWgbkvzfqDJUO63ACjwxs3fn_BvXhwkydCZn0VQA48IbcUAVGWqQEhSq3NoI71FLuz6Tfd-thOA0iCFZN9-bi9OgYGGj3tqZEtm8nbOC0toeO1Gl-l-35mOY&c=iX1ZQP_ehyxzQheHO9ETOTcxyH1lptzPjiqaUmzZEOB7Q83ClnTwFg==&ch=IBZjVw9mI4wrV87gHmfkcxyS3t0QZeCIrOFe4uSOv_JWM-WBqPVaHA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001VJpZ7fdI6Ia99yFETH16nSA1V3-GqKtsAflBU9BESNj_evZh9CM66Roo1Anb1jac_2yiDF7t-_ZKKtvRh_XWgXnjs6Mn-xVDA6iFs4lwrDRxSPeeD69LHcnoPq1aKW1U1vW4EW0TeuvpVsMznWHRkoeLERF3Irk2DI3pIw9FgSYtBlazBn70ETVEzj_iZ9xhr5AXmRlWpmDG7oQOUOaxrA==&c=iX1ZQP_ehyxzQheHO9ETOTcxyH1lptzPjiqaUmzZEOB7Q83ClnTwFg==&ch=IBZjVw9mI4wrV87gHmfkcxyS3t0QZeCIrOFe4uSOv_JWM-WBqPVaHA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001VJpZ7fdI6Ia99yFETH16nSA1V3-GqKtsAflBU9BESNj_evZh9CM66Roo1Anb1jacvIWYQzpWhj4mpMgugPiqtpv3EE8THlQqga85aB0iFymMe0hlTuRXqwcjD_1hyZx2pL2abBtCpbosr1_Wi9EKz_wPLC8wmHptLFU8mNQOKajS6Qwi3igD1_MOcq8UUPGrvVaks8lv1BnnEnqPSyzX7w==&c=iX1ZQP_ehyxzQheHO9ETOTcxyH1lptzPjiqaUmzZEOB7Q83ClnTwFg==&ch=IBZjVw9mI4wrV87gHmfkcxyS3t0QZeCIrOFe4uSOv_JWM-WBqPVaHA==
http://www.nonfictionauthorsassociation.com
http://www.redwoodwriters.org
http://www.thinkingfunny.com/thinkingfunny21
mailto:info@thinkingfunny.com
https://www.francielyshak.com/
https://fandm.zoom.us/j/98954428196
mailto:sandsmhall@gmail.com
https://iowasummerwritingfestival.org/
http://iowasummerwritingfestival.org


POETRY OPEN MIC SALON (P.Ō.M.S.) SIGN-UPS OPEN FOR APRIL 15 READINGS 

Due to requests, P.Ō.M.S. is back. Our next event is now taking sign-ups for an open reading of your work on 
April 15th at 7:00 pm.  Each writer is allotted approximately five-six minutes to read their work. Feedback is 
allowed if the reader is interested. This is not a critique group. With this format, we 
can probably have five or six readers and a break in our hour and a half program.  
We will keep taking readers for a Stand-By List, should we have more time.  Per 
feedback received, the preference has been to keep to the time limit on Zoom 
rather than to let everyone read. But anyone who does not read will be high on the 
list for the next open reading on July 15 (of any genre) at 7:00pm.  Sign up to 
read or listen at 2johnpatterson@gmail.com. 

John Patterson 
Open Readings Coordinator
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CRITiQUE GROUPS AND BETA READERS: 

     Our Branch is continuing to create resources for all of our members. We 
have a number of articles in the Resources tab on our website, many of them 
about Critique Groups and Beta Readers.  One other strategy we are using is to 
develop a type of ‘hub’ that can serve to provide links between members. 
     We have various Critique Groups in our Branch, and we have members 
looking for Critique Groups. By sharing the information, we can provide 
information to allow members and groups to talk and see if their interests 
match.  In addition, if you are nearing completion of a work and looking for a 
Beta Reader, or if you would like to read a new work and provide some 
feedback, then you are a potential resource for a member finalizing a project. 

     If you are so interested, contact:   2johnpatterson@gmail.com 

John Patterson, 
Critique Group and Beta Reader Coordinator. 

MEETING ANNOUNCEMENT 
BETA READERS--or—HAVE YOU READ ANY FINISHED BOOKS RECENTLY?  

Of course, all writers have been reading books. And Beta Readers are an important part of the book/project 
finishing process.   
     The Sac CWC Branch is looking to expand its coordination of Beta Readers.  More of our writers are contacting 
us to look for Beta Readers. They are generally obtaining their readers by word-of-mouth and through their own 
highly cultivated networks.  Beta Readers can bring a spotlight to what we aren’t aware of in our work.  They are 
resources who see things that we don’t see.  An author wants a cogent and coherent final piece.  
     Our self-editing can assist us so far. We might use fact checkers along the way. Editors can rework copy.  
Critique Groups help us work out the logic, flow and impressions we’ve created. An Alpha reader may encourage us 
as soon as we finish the first draft.  A sensitivity editor may help us with awareness we don’t have. (No one is 
aware of everything).  
     But Beta Readers let us know what they liked, were confused by, disagreed with, or couldn’t figure out.  There 
is an art to employing and being a good Beta Reader. Part of the art is having an idea of what is expected of you 
and how to provide that. The other part is the author knowing how to invest the reader in the project. 
     Writers looking for Beta Readers now or in the future, and anyone who has been or would like to consider being 
a Beta Reader, is invited to a discussion of the topic. If you have been a Beta reader, come share your experience 
and ask questions. The Zoom workshop discussion will be Thursday, March 11 at 7:00 pm.  Please register with 
John Patterson at 2johnpatterson@gmail.com for a Zoom link. 

mailto:2johnpatterson@gmail.com
mailto:2johnpatterson@gmail.com
mailto:2johnpatterson@gmail.com
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Between the Lines: 
Bring Your Published Story or Poem to Life! 

San Mateo County Library’s virtual Story Café is now open to all 
published CWC NorCal authors. 
This is a joint initiative of the library and CWC SF Peninsula Branch, 
launched in summer 2020. A new story is featured weekly at https://
smcl.org/between-the-lines. 

Procedures for Authors: 
1) Choose your published piece to read. Then – practice, practice, 

practice! 
2) Review Best Practices and Tips documents on the CWC SF 

Peninsula website. 

https://cwc-peninsula.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/Best-Practices-for-Home-Recordings.pdf 

https://cwc-peninsula.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/Speaking-tips.pdf 

3) Record your story or poem as an MP4 video file with a camera or cell phone. 
Readings should be no more than 7-10 minutes long. You can read a complete story as published, a modified 
version, or a partial version that ends with a cliffhanger. Also, mention your CWC branch and where your piece 
was published. (San Mateo County Library is the final arbiter of what is showcased. No inappropriate content, 
please.) 

To Submit to Story Café: 
1) Submit to Christopher Lu (readings@sfpeninsulawriters.com) the title of the story, a brief tagline, and a 

one- or two-sentence author bio, with the Subject Line “Story Café”. 
2) Chris will email you a link to upload your mp4 story recording straight from your camera or phone – NOT a 

YouTube link. (Note: The file name label should be YOUR name plus DATE, i.e. Jack London.2021.02) 

Questions? Contact Christopher Lu at luc@smcl.org or Lisa Meltzer Penn at readings@sfpeninsulawriters.com.  The 
CWC SF website is https://cwc-peninsula.org.

Thrillerfest XVI  
June 28-July 10, 2021 (https://thrillerfest.com) 
Virtual event  

Sleuth Fest  
March 19-21, 2021  (https://sleuthfest.com) 
Online annual conference for writers and fans of mysteries, thrillers and crime fiction.  

Killer Nashville  
August 19-22, 2021   (https://killernashville.com) 
15th Annual Writers' Conference – virtual event 

2021 San Diego Writing Workshop  
May 14-15, 2021     (http://sandiegowritingworkshop.com) 
An online workshop on "How to Get Published”.

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001Dx_w8jS31eEuSIKsY13t2jTRGPWP5_PpaRG0zsRT-1GG0vIfloyf9CCcSpFGinuiHP8gb7na9srmB9saq1CK008q-efdhw5k3nKuk6OCv3FmJAasXuOZS-XbQGCiHGJSpGxjyQZ39UgKlk_9CoY4yw==&c=Wf0F9kX2x0-d_H9TtCIyO3yNQi9-M7MA2Ex5WC72tbDDalwnvrBK3Q==&ch=NuK-SbpRnUu-LNsHONf3UvttkQPS0rsFo8jjhz4I4I2YZajBSvjo8A==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001Dx_w8jS31eEuSIKsY13t2jTRGPWP5_PpaRG0zsRT-1GG0vIfloyf9CCcSpFGinuiCw29NQtwxuzH0Z8nxyZKE8kvp8REWlSAinCxNxqirqtL5vy6_yeks-GQC-Vjzcqcrj2g5QoPDssw1Kztn_a-pA==&c=Wf0F9kX2x0-d_H9TtCIyO3yNQi9-M7MA2Ex5WC72tbDDalwnvrBK3Q==&ch=NuK-SbpRnUu-LNsHONf3UvttkQPS0rsFo8jjhz4I4I2YZajBSvjo8A==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001Dx_w8jS31eEuSIKsY13t2jTRGPWP5_PpaRG0zsRT-1GG0vIfloyf9CCcSpFGinuiIQywGTur7MHrexuO9p8tnxGVY1p8N4djULIpiNJveyPEn7z69kQYOe455_nm3P9plYEXFp_zPEjYKleQWMQ-ZhzzLF62t9lX&c=Wf0F9kX2x0-d_H9TtCIyO3yNQi9-M7MA2Ex5WC72tbDDalwnvrBK3Q==&ch=NuK-SbpRnUu-LNsHONf3UvttkQPS0rsFo8jjhz4I4I2YZajBSvjo8A==
https://smcl.org/between-the-lines
https://smcl.org/between-the-lines
https://cwc-peninsula.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/Best-Practices-for-Home-Recordings.pdf
https://cwc-peninsula.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/Speaking-tips.pdf
mailto:readings@sfpeninsulawriters.com
mailto:luc@smcl.org
mailto:readings@sfpeninsulawriters.com
https://cwc-peninsula.org


Poetry 
Corner
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Not Horses 

What I adore is not horses, with their modern 

domestic life span of 25 years. What I adore 

is a bug that only lives one day, especially if 

it’s a terrible day, a day of train derailment or 

chemical lake or cop admits to cover-up, a day 

when no one thinks of anything else, least of all 

that bug. I know how it feels, born as I’ve been 

into these rotting times, as into sin. Everybody’s 

busy, so distraught they forget to kill me, 

and even that won’t keep me alive. I share 

my home not with horses, but with a little dog 

who sees poorly at dusk and menaces stumps, 

makes her muscle known to every statue. 

I wish she could have a single day of language, 

so that I might reassure her don’t be afraid – 

our whole world is dead and so can do you no 

harm. 

From Hard Child by Natalie Shapero © 2017 

Natalie Shapero, a native of Chester, Pennsylvania (b. 1982), came to Tufts from Kenyon College, where she 
taught and served as an associate editor of the Kenyon Review for three years. She holds degrees in creative 
writing from Johns Hopkins University (B.A., 2004) and Ohio State University (M.F.A. in poetry, 2008) and in law 
from the University of Chicago (J.D., 2011). Her poetry has appeared in dozens of publications, including The New 
Yorker, POETRY, The New Republic and Poetry Northwest. Her first collection, No Object (Saturnalia Books, 2013) 
was hailed by one reviewer as “a book of delightful and glistening riddles.” 

She came late to poetry. Immersion in the undergraduate writing program at John Hopkins woke her to the 
possibilities of the game. The poetry that Shapero has turned out since then is distinctly her own. A sense of 
personal disconnection runs all through it. In her poems, men and women don’t interact so much as they bounce 
off each other, rebuked and as isolated as before. Romance doesn’t stand a chance. Animals, which recur 

throughout the poetry, fare even worse than people. Dashes of humor keep the enterprise 
afloat. One example occurs in a poem called “Four Fights”: “When I said you could think of 
me / as your therapist, / I meant can you leave the room and I’ll make notes?” Elsewhere, 
her humor takes an existential turn. “Toss a buoy to a man overboard, / and twelve 
percent of the time the buoy hits the man in the head,” the poet writes in “Examples of 
How to Search.”  

However far and freely they range, Shapero’s poems ride on a commonly occurring 
metrical grid that anchors them, with iambic pentameter lines lending their stamp of 
authority. She has her students counting out the beats in a work of poetry in order to 
appreciate the hidden architecture of the thing.



FORWARD AND BACK 2021 

FEBRUARY AND MARCH HOLIDAYS 

FEBRUARY: Black History Month 

February 2: Groundhog Day – Punxsutawney Phil saw his 
shadow; 6 more weeks of winter. Also 10th annual Play Your Ukulele Day. Listen to: (“Bring 
Me Sunshine” played by The Jive Aces on YouTube) 

February 12: Lunar (AKA Chinese) New Year, Year of the Ox 
February 12: President Abraham Lincoln’s birthday 
February 14: Valentine’s Day – Celebrate with a poem / song from Al’s workshop 
February 15: Presidents’ Day (observed) 
February 22: President George Washington’s birthday 

MARCH: Women’s History (Herstory) Month, Irish American & Deaf History 

March 14: Return to Daylight Saving Time 
March 17: St. Patrick’s Day (Everyone is Irish! Wearing o’ th’ green) 
March 20: First Day of Spring 
(Passover, Palm Sunday) 

Consider reading HERStory Quilts: A Celebration of Strong Women 
Visit: www.deafpoetssociety.com 

Coming up – APRIL: National Poetry Month
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In her new collection, Popular Longing, Natalie Shapero takes a blunt, funny look at the things we'd prefer to 
avoid. Consider this excerpt from her poem "Five by Seven":  

... From the recent restaurant  

boom, infer a citywide uptick in rage-ravaged homes.  

People want new spots to fight, to squall  

and snipe, lose their appetites, be brought  

the chalkboard special, not touch it,  

see it whisked to the kitchen and scraped  

out back for a dog to eat, but that's cool — dogs  

have to eat too —  

Natalie’s website is: https://natalieshapero.com

https://natalieshapero.com


Lawrence Ferlinghetti, poet and titan of the Beat era, dies at 101  

     Lawrence Ferlinghetti, the San Francisco poet, publisher and bookseller who played a 
leading role in West Coast literary history as a champion of Beat writer Allen Ginsberg and co-
founder of the legendary City Lights bookstore, died at his Bay Area home on February 22. 
Ferlinghetti and a partner launched City Lights as the country’s first all-paperback bookstore in 
1953. The bookshop soon spawned a literary press, which in 1956 published Ginsberg’s 
controversial epic poem, “Howl.” Ferlinghetti stood trial for selling “Howl” in a precedent-
setting 1st Amendment case, in which the judge found that Ginsberg’s profanity-laced work 
had “redeeming social significance” and therefore was not obscene. The victory paved the way 
for publication of other controversial works of literature. 
     Much of Ferlinghetti’s early life was stranger than fiction. The youngest of five sons, he was 
born Lawrence Monsanto Ferling in Yonkers, N.Y., on March 24, 1919. His Italian father, who 
changed the family name after arriving in America, died before Lawrence was born. Soon after, 
his mother was hospitalized with a nervous breakdown. Lawrence was sent to live with an 
uncle. When that marriage collapsed, Aunt Emily took Lawrence to France for four years. 
When they returned to New York, she put Lawrence in an orphanage. Emily retrieved him at 
age 6, and took him to live in the Bronxville household of the wealthy Bisland family, which 
had hired her as a governess. Emily disappeared, and the Bislands – who had lost their son 
Lawrence – raised him like their own. 
     His happiest time came during the Depression when the Bislands sent him to board with 
another family, the Wilsons. There, he attended public school, played sports, had a paper 
route, and was a Boy Scout. He also engaged in minor hooliganism with a group of street 
youths called the Parkway Road Pirates: 

I got caught stealing pencils 
from the Five and Ten Cent Store 
the same month I made Eagle Scout 

Just before the attack on Pearl Harbor, he joined the Navy. He commanded a subchaser and 
participated in the Allied invasion of France. As part of the American occupation in Japan, he 
toured Nagasaki after the atomic 
blast that killed 70,000 of its 
residents. The monstrous sights 
(“hands sticking out of the mud 
broken tea cups hair sticking out 
of the road”) turned Ferlinghetti 
into a pacifist and political activist.
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For Women’s History and Irish American History Month,  

some writers to remember: 

Born in 1851, Kate Chopin was the daughter of Thomas 
O'Flaherty, an Irish immigrant and a founder of the Pacific 
Railroad. Chopin was attuned to the Louisiana lifestyle and role 
of the submissive housewife, which she herself rejected (even 
though she eventually married and had six children). These 
observations were reflected and often criticized in her short 
stories, poetry, and novels. Though unsuccessful in her own 
time, The Awakening is now considered a significant work in 
feminist literature. 

While most people know Margaret Mitchell for her epic novel, 
Gone with the Wind, her love of writing carried from her 
childhood up until her death. She began her career as a feature 
writer for the Atlanta Journal. She wanted to write articles about 
prominent women in Georgia's history, but her first article in the 

series highlighted a true story involving a woman dressing up as a man in the Civil War. 
The feature was canceled after strong negative reviews. However, Margaret Mitchell left 
her mark in our literary history by writing one of America's best 
loved novels.  

Flannery O'Connor was born in 1925 in Savannah, Georgia and 
wrote short stories and novels. Her themes revolved around 
Southern life and brought up questions of faith and religion. (She 
herself was a devout Catholic.) Although she was diagnosed with 
lupus and passed away at an early age, she has become a 
prominent figure in American literature. [E.g., her short story, "A 
Good Man is Hard to Find" is humorous, violent, and unique. See if 
you can catch the reference to Gilbert & Sullivan, whose operettas 
were popular at the time it was written.] 

As a young girl, Mary Coyle Chase was influenced by Irish stories 
and fairy tales that were told to her by her parents and uncles. 
These stories would later turn up in some of Mary's other writings. 
Before writing plays and stories, Chase wrote for a small Colorado paper and did some 
investigative reporting. She eventually left the newspaper to pursue a career in 

playwriting, writing numerous plays including Harvey, one of the longest 
running plays on Broadway.  

Born in Dublin, but raised in the States, Lucy Grealy (1963-2002) was a 
young poet who became famous for her memoir, Autobiography of a 
Face. The memoir recounts Grealy's diagnosis with cancer which 
ultimately led to the removal of half her jaw at the age of nine. Lucy 
Grealy was also a writer of poetry and essays, and attended the 
prestigious writing program at the University of Iowa. 

 From: “Noteworthy American Irish Women Writers” by Kerri Wallace, 
March 16, 2009, NY Public Library
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Herstory, and Deaf History Month – INSPIRATION and CREATIVITY  

Octavia Butler (born 1947 in Pasadena, CA; died 2006) received many awards for 
her prolific and prophetic science fiction writing. She rejected the labels of “(first or 
only) black female science fiction writer, feminist, Afrofuturist, radical”, and said she 
wanted to be known as a writer. She spent most of her life in California, where she 
set her 1993 novel Parable of the Sower. Her inspiration for this dystopian coming of 
age story was the news of the 1970s, and the changes in politics she saw as Ronald 
Reagan became Governor of California and President of the U.S. Both Reagan and 
the President in her book used the slogan, “Make America Great Again”. In the 
California of 2024, society is broken, and people live in walled communities with 
guns and drugs, no jobs, no functional educational system, and worsening global 
warming. But, her stories always hold out hope for a better world. 

Zitkala-Sa (Red Bird) 1876-1938, AKA Gertrude Simmons Bonnin, was a Yankton 
Dakota writer, editor, translator, musician, educator, and political activist. She wrote 
several works chronicling her struggles with cultural identity and the pull between 
the majority culture she was educated within and her Dakota culture into which she 
was born and raised. Her later books were among the first works to bring traditional 
Native American stories to a widespread white English-speaking readership, and she 
has been noted as one of the most influential Native American activists of the 20th 
century. 
     Zitkala-Sa was recruited to attend a Quaker missionary school in Indiana when 
she was eight. She described the deep misery of having her heritage stripped away. 
By contrast, she took joy in learning to read and write, and to play the violin. She 
planned to gain more through her education than becoming a housekeeper, as the 
school anticipated girls would eventually do. When she was awarded her diploma, 
she gave a speech on the inequality of women’s rights.  
Higher education for women was quite limited at the time, but she attended Earlham 
College, where she had been offered a scholarship . During this time, she began 
gathering traditional stories from a spectrum of Native tribes, translating them first 
to Latin and then to English for children to read. Six weeks before graduation, she 
was forced to leave due to ill health and financial difficulties.  
     From 1897 to 1899 Zitkala-Ša studied and played the violin at the New England Conservatory of Music in 
Boston.   She later collaborated on The Sun Dance Opera, which incorporated Native American themes and music. 
However, only composer William Hanson was given credit when it was performed in New York City. In October 
2020, Zitkála-Šá was honored in a mural in Sacramento, CA for her work on Women's suffrage in the United 
States.  

     Alexander Graham Bell is known to most Americans as an inventor of the 
telephone. But few know that the central interest of his life was education for deaf 
children. Bell and his father before him studied the physiology of speech. His mother 
was hard of hearing, and while she had enough hearing to use an ear tube for one-
on-one conversations, Bell often used the British, two-handed manual alphabet to 
communicate with her. He also knew the sign language used in the United States. He 
was willing to use sign language or other means to communicate with deaf adults. 
With children, however, he advocated a strictly oral education, without any signing. 
Through articles, papers, speeches, and teaching, Bell's support of oral education 
profoundly changed the way deaf children were taught. 
     Bell was helpful in finding a teacher for Helen Keller, who was deaf and blind. A 
photo documented Keller and Bell communicating with assistance from Annie 
Sullivan, Keller's teacher and mentor. 
     [From: “History Through Deaf Eyes” at Gallaudet University: www.gallaudet.edu]
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Inclusion, Confusion and Authenticity in Writing: 
 How do you write characters and stories that are 
outside – sometimes far outside your lived experience? 

A Panel Discussion Hosted for Free by CWC and Shuffle 
Collective 

Wednesday, February 24, 2021 

By Marcia Ehinger 

San Francisco Peninsula CWC hosted a diverse panel of 
distinguished authors from across literary styles and genres who 
addressed how to write characters and stories that are not from 
your own lived experience in terms of ethnicity, economic status, 
sexual orientation, or gender identity. They dove deeply into how to 
do these stories justice, and how to avoid common pitfalls such as 
white-washing and cultural appropriation. 

The moderator was Lyzette Wanzer, an award-winning author and 
writing coach, who is African American. Mathangi Subramanian is 
South Asian, a former school teacher and author. David Bowles describes himself as Mexican-
American and pan-sexual. He is a prolific writer (with a range that includes bilingual children’s 
literature and sci-fi), who teaches in Texas and lives on both sides of the border. Karla Brundage sees 
herself as a biracial black woman, who is a poet, activist and educator. She has lived in California and 
Hawaii, and taught in Zimbabwe, and is resurrecting Pacific Raven Press with her mother. Miah Jeffra 
is a writer, visual artist, dancer, and educator. They consider the South their home, but teach at 
Santa Clara University, and is the founding editor for queer literary collaborative, Foglifter Press. 
[pronouns! – sic] 

The discussion went on for nearly two hours and included chat and questions from an audience of a 
hundred people. Lyzette started with a quote from Gene Roddenberry (“Star Trek”) about reframing 
attitudes and upending cultural norms. She then asked the panelists about identification and self-
representation. David said that he couldn’t wait for the word “diversity” to disappear. He feels that 
representation means recognizing the real world and peopling your stories with the faces around you. 
A multiplicity of voices and faces is needed to break down barriers. He added that authors who write 
fewer than 5% of the books published each year now represent 50% of the population. He doesn’t 
expect this to change without pulling down the older systems of doing things, i.e. the white-
dominated, hegemonic publishing establishment. Someone asked if journals were more open to 
people of color. Some thought that there's a lot of gatekeeping going on with journals. Other said 
that, to their credit, journals have created lots of opportunities for BIPOC people to publish, but when 
you look at their editorial boards there is the same lack of representation (beyond white, male, older, 
cis-gendered…). 

Karla said we should hear from different voices as we grow and learn. She mentioned The Bluest Eye 
by Toni Morrison and Passing by Nella Larsen as markers along her path. Lyzette sees representation 
in storytelling as a safe space to represent herself in her own work, rather than being a backdrop or 
a supporting character. None of the panelists wanted to feel as if authors were appropriating other 
people’s stories or struggles for their own gain. 

Miah wanted mainstream authors to cultivate empathy. Mathangi spoke about the flip side, of being 
an immigrant girl in high school who was trying to understand A Separate Peace and Catcher in the 
Rye about American adolescent white males. Literature in school that only reflects white faces and 
white children makes children of color feel unworthy. There was also great concern about the 
increasing openness of white supremacy in our country. 
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American Dirt by Jeanine Cummins was mentioned again and again. It is the story of a Mexican 
bookshop owner whose life, and that of her family, is turned upside down by the incursion of a drug 
cartel into their city, and their subsequent attempt to reach the United States. It was an Oprah’s 
Book Club choice and has been heralded as a new American classic. However, LatinX authors and 
other people of color have seen it as a poorly written novel used as a money and power grab by a 
white woman who has appropriated a culture which she doesn’t really understand, and publishers 
who merely want to make money from their own ideas of who Mexicans are, both good and bad. 

Lyzette and Mathangi also talked about writing that involves different classes or castes of people. 
Lyzette is well educated and grew up in an upper middle-class family. Editors are often surprised 
when they see her photo, or see her in person, because they assume she is white from her writing. 
Mathangi has concerns about portraying people of castes different from her own when she writes 
stories set in India. 

Mathangi also started a conversation about code switching and the use of foreign (non-English) 
words in a story. Publishers tend to print those words in italics, which they dislike. Code switching is 
a common practice by people who pass back and forth between cultures and languages, and often 
throw in words from more than one. It is common for immigrant children to overhear their mothers 
speaking in a combination of English and their native language(s). 

Mathangi noted that a fiction writer needs to do as much work as if you’re writing nonfiction. All the 
panelists said that in order to know more about people who are different from you, “Do your 
research. Make friends.” They also joked about the stereotype of the “Asian Sage” and the “Queer 
Savior”. What is savior-ism in writing? Most people know this trope as the “white savior”, when a 
heroic white character “saves the day” for underrepresented people. The Help was mentioned several 
times in this regard. A lot of people may not realize how often this impacts marginalized groups or 
the damage it can do. The panelists said that they, the marginalized voices, should and will write 
those stories. But they cannot write these stories if someone else writes them and takes their seat at 
the table.  

The panelists were asked if they had ever been sensitivity readers. A sensitivity reader is someone 
who has a writing or editing background (or is simply an avid reader) with extensive personal 
experiences that they use to draw upon when they review projects submitted to them for 
misrepresentations, bias, racism, or unintentional stereotypes. Sensitivity readers are a subset of 
beta readers who review unpublished manuscripts with the express purpose of spotting cultural 
inaccuracies, representation issues, bias, stereotypes, or problematic language. One of the Shuffle 
Collective facilitators said, “As a filmmaker, a test I’ve had is if you showed that story to a theatre full 
of people from that culture, would they cringe?” 

Miah suggested ethnographic reflexive interviewing as a beginning of process that might provide 
insight. Another panelist said that a beginning text for ethnographic reflexive research is Shane, the 
Lone Ethnographer. Notes from No Man’s Land by Eula Biss was also referenced. 

More comments at the end: You can learn more about David Bowles’ project and subscribe for 
updates here: https://shuffle.do/projects/the-path. David recommends Joe Hayes, bilingual white 
writer who lives on the border and writes children’s books in English and Spanish. 

Japanese By Spring by Ishmael Reed features a black character who studies Japanese and plans to 
go to Japan (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Japanese_by_Spring). Tongo Eisen Martin just started a 
new press called Black Freighter. Look out for that! Miah’s upcoming book – The Violence Almanac. 

Shuffle Collective: https://shuffle.do                 CWC SF Peninsula: https://cwc-peninsula.org 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Japanese_by_Spring
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Creative Spark Workshop  
sponsored by Redwood Writers CWC 

February 17, 2021, with Michael Shapiro 

By Marcia Ehinger 

Michael Shapiro is a man of many talents: writer, photographer and interviewer who 
has specialized in travel, newspaper editor, professor of Slavic languages at Brown 
University, and TED talk speaker. His most recent endeavor is The Creative Spark: 
How musicians, writers, explorers, and other artists found their inner fire 
and followed their dreams. The book is a collection of interviews and biographical 
sketches that serve as inspiration for creativity. Among those Shapiro interviewed: 
Smokey Robinson, Lucinda Williams, Francis Ford Coppola, Pico Iyer, Jane Goodall, 
Amy Tan, David Sedaris, and Barbara Kingsolver.  

He notes that creative people have a certain spark: a brightness in their eyes, an 
inquisitive way of looking at the world, a desire to make things. But that spark 
doesn't reside solely in people seen as creators. It's in all of us, just waiting to break 
out. The workshop was designed to cultivate participant creativity in whatever ways 
we choose to express ourselves.  

Michael feels that creativity is alchemy, or something magical that is shared. He feels that we are compelled to 
write, but why? It does not provide food or shelter, is not essential to our survival, but we all have that creative 
impulse. When we create, we feel most satisfied and connected. 

He stared some tips for nurturing the creative spirit: 
1) Quiet one’s mind. Allow no distractions – no screens, no media. 
2) Make a creative space available. 
3) Write in longhand, and keep a journal. Write down intense experiences ASAP; we remember things 

differently over time. Keep a notebook by your bed. 
4) Practice writing daily, or at least 5 days a week. You can always increase the frequency, the length of time, 

or the number of words. 
5) Produce, then sift. Get it all down; then edit. 
6) Bring your work into a group. Share your work. 

In Michael’s book, various artists share their thoughts about creativity. Each chapter starts with a mini-bio (and a 
great photo). His introduction uses the metaphor of a caterpillar feeding and then forming a chrysalis to transform 
in isolation. He compares this to going on a retreat and coming out, refreshed, and ready to create. Some of the 
people featured in the book, and their words of wisdom are: 
 Dave Alvin (musician): “Stay true to yourself.” 
 Amy Tan (author): “I find truth by writing fiction.” 
 David Sedaris (humorist): “Note those ‘oh yeah’ moments.” 
 Richard Thompson (songwriter): “We live in such a visual time. You can jump 
into the middle of the action, then tell the before and after.” 
 Francis Ford Coppola (filmmaker): “Try something, even if it’s not popular now.” 
 Mike Krukow (SF Giants commentator): “Paint pictures with words.” 

Studs Turkel (author): “You don’t need to interview celebrities to find 
something interesting.” 
 Smokey Robinson (singer songwriter): “I write love songs, since love is 
everlasting.” 

Q&A “pearls”: Take a look at the writers’ forum at www.thewritespot.us. Consider 
listening to music or looking at photos to help you set a scene. If novels seem too long 
to write, start with short stories and gradually add more to them. Creativity is hard 
work, but it is gratifying. Accept yourself. Respect yourself. These are trying times. 
(and -- Redwood Writers is the largest CWC branch.)
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The PCT Effect 
By Mark Heckey 

     I was breathing hard and my right thigh began to ache. Jan’s bad knee was really 
slowing her up. We were way off schedule, falling farther behind our target pace. Each step 
required more determination.  After the relentless slog up the cliff face at Mile 3 and the 
long traverse over Bryan Meadow and Round Meadow, we were finally approaching Mile 7 
and descending into the canyon. 
     The tree shadows on our right projected further down the meadow. The sun fell behind 
the snow-covered ridge line, the steady march of darkness had begun.  We were losing the 
race to set up camp before it got dark. I thought about the new tent stuck inside my 

backpack. I had never broken it out for a trial set up at home. We really were greenhorns, 
ignoring so many basic backpacking concepts. 
     We entered an area of the meadow that had green waist high, cabbage like, growth. A few streams 
meandered over the trail and were accentuated with long stalks of lavender and purple flowers. We felt a little 
like Dorothy and Toto, on our way to find a Wizard.  At least there was water. Anxiety and worry climbed into my 
backpack and started a troubling inner dialogue that was filled with negative thoughts and the sour taste of 
pessimism. Why didn’t we start earlier?   We always do this, get too cocky, thinking we can hike faster than we 
really can, start late, postpone packing to the last moment. 
     Before we began our trip, I had been insistent that the southerly route would be better. I would learn that our 
usual two-mile-an-hour pace did not account for the rugged, rocky landscape of Echo Summit, frequent stops to 
gulp for air at 8,600 feet, or pulled muscles and nagging injuries. This after all, is a hike on the Pacific Crest Trail, 
known by backpackers as the “PCT”. 
     The Carson Pass Section that my wife and I were seeking to complete, is only an on-ramp to the John Muir 
Trail, yet holds magic vistas of Lake Tahoe, bright blue high-country lakes, and meadows exploding with the 
colors of mountain flowers. As John Muir said,  

“All the world lies warm in one heart, yet the Sierra seems to get more light than other mountains. The 
weather is mostly sunshine embellished with magnificent storms, and everything shines from base to 
summit—the rocks, streams, lakes, glaciers, irised falls, and the forests of silver fir and silver pine.”  

John Muir founded a religion based on tramping through the Sierras. In recent years, thousands of through and 
section hikers, like my wife and I, have been drawn into the mountain passes to worship God and Nature.  
      As we continued to descend towards Showers Lake, we found ourselves immersed again in John Muir’s 
Sierra. Our love affair with the Sierra began many years ago, but reignited when my wife faced a horrendous 
battle with cancer. She bravely fought a dire prognosis, and after two years of surgeries and chemo, she beat the 
odds and survived. When facing cancer, it takes a long time to heal the body but much longer to heal the soul. 
For Jan, much of the healing occurrs on these long day hikes and now, as novice back packers, we seek to stay 
longer in the healing embrace of the high country. Jan has found a solace in these trips. She longs to go deeper 
and stay longer. I have been pulled, sometimes reluctantly, into this adventure. I am not always as ready to trade 
creature comforts for inner peace. She is always renewed and restored by these trips. I call it the “PCT Effect.” 
The PCT Effect is the Sierras’ ability to spiritually infuse our being, to bring life into sharp focus, and to provide a 
world perspective that infuses daily mundane actions, like finding water and purifying it, with the highest 
importance. The PCT Effect can calm existential angst, restore your faith in humanity, and wipe away deep and 
hidden injuries, physical and mental. As the backpackers are consumed with the basics of life—finding shelter, 
preparing simple meals, and drinking in a stunning visual display of God’s handiwork—the PCT Effect brings the 
alienated urbanite into a new understanding of her place in the universe.  
     After six hours of a somewhat torturous walk down the mountain to a plateau above Meiss Meadow, we 
arrived at Showers Lake. Despite my fear and dread of a night set up, we made camp before the sun finally set. 
We were still in what is called the “Alpine Glow.” In the summer, the Sierras shimmer in a golden glow in 
prolonged twilight. Working together, the tent went up easily. I went to filter water from the lake outlet, and Jan 
set up sleeping pads and bags. We were exhausted but proud of ourselves. We looked at each other and high 
fived.“Wow, that was a tough climb, I had no idea,” I admitted my misestimation of our route. 
     The PCT effect causes people to push outside of themselves, to risk injury and exhaustion, to feel the full 
experience. During the night, a night lit up by a spotlight of a moon, we heard a rising wind sweeping across the 
lake. Our tent fly snaps and the walls of our tent bend. We drift into sleep, almost 
too tired to let sleep overtake us. Later, I wake to a banshee howl of a wind. A 
Sierra storm is rising. It is a little scary, but also awe inspiring. At times the wind 
sounds like a freight train will roar over our bags and scoop up our tent. But it 
doesn’t. I am fully awake now, the wind pouring through the tent flaps and over 
me. I tingle with life. As difficult as this journey has been, we will do it again. We 
are fully affected by the PCT Effect. We will return for more.
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California Writers Club Sacramento Monthly Meeting 
Saturday, February 20, 2021 

“The history of African-Americans’ organized resistance to racism and 
oppression.” - 

Dr. Stan Oden, Political Science Professor and Author 

By Marcia Ehinger 

The Black community has been severely impacted by historic 
under-representation as well as by racism and oppression. 
Historically, African Americans have used a variety of vehicles 
to mount an organized resistance against the forces of 
oppression. We learned how historic Black under-representation 
in power relationships has impacted the African American 
community.  

The methods used in organizing ourselves in opposition are 
relevant in current issues related to Black history. Dr. Oden is a 
Political Science professor at CSU, Sacramento, and the author 
of a number of books and essays on the sociopolitical history of 
under-represented groups in the U.S. and in California. 

Dr. Stanley Oden is a native of San Diego, California, where he 
was raised by very successful parents who, during his formative 
years, were also community and political activists. Following his 
parents’ lead, Oden spent many years living and working as a 
civil rights activist in the Oakland/Berkeley community in 
California, where he was also an early member of the Black 
Panther Party. He is a graduate of U.C. Davis where, in the late 
1960s, he was one of only 10 Black students in a student population of over 40,000. He later went on 
to earn a Ph.D. in sociology from U.C. Santa Cruz. Dr. Oden currently teaches political science at 
California State University, Sacramento. He is the author of two major works treating issues related to 
the unfolding roles of minority communities in U.S. history as well as in California history: California 
Politics: Shifting Majorities, Emerging Minorities (2005) and Rivers of Struggle and 
Resistance: A Social Political History of the Underrepresented in the United States (2010). 
Additionally, he is the author of a number of published essays dealing with social justice in 
America. 

Dr. Stan Oden’s lifelong work in social justice started in the 1960s struggle for civil rights. He is also a 
writer. He attributes his mother with instilling a love of learning in her three sons, who among them 
have 14 college degrees. She was born in the segregated south and was a teacher before moving to 
San Diego, where she met her husband, a Navy sailor with an 8th grade education. Stan also had an 
African American 11th grade English teacher who introduced him to prominent black writers, who 
helped him understand his identity. He says that racism kept him from acceptance at a four-year 
college, so he transferred to U.C. Davis after community college. There, African exchange students 
outnumbered African Americans on campus. Stan founded the black student association in 1966 and 
became president of the Black Student Union. He pushed for enrollment of more students of color, 
and for the creation of a department of African American studies. He also wrote a regular column, 
“The Dark Side,” for the student newspaper, where he discussed contemporary issues. An article 
about U.S. black athlete protest at the 1968 Olympics was reprinted in the Sacramento Bee. 
After college, Dr. Oden worked for city government in San Diego and Berkeley. He wrote a report 
about San Diego Police Department racial profiling, which was one of the first such documents, and it 
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caused quite a stir. While in Berkeley, he wrote a master’s thesis for Community and 
Environmental Studies, which later became the basis for his PhD. He had thought that he was a 
good writer, but when he was accepted into the PhD program at UC Santa Cruz (Go, Slugs!), he 
was assigned a writing tutor. He needed to learn how to write “the academic way”, which meant 
that he needed to be more emphatic and not waver, be more direct. He now feels that having a 
tutor is important. You need someone else to read your writing; it could be a peer. You should not 
take editing personally. 

Dr. Oden now does academic writing for the academic community: race and ethnic studies, social 
movements, the political, social, and urban aspects of a community. For example, he has written 
a book about Oakland, From Blacks to Brown and Beyond: The Struggle for Progressive 
Politics in Oakland, California, 1966-2011. In order to write the first edition, he needed to 
have a research question or hypothesis, to find out what people wanted to know, or how to 
enhance knowledge of a subject. This involved interviews, made easier by his personal 
involvement with political work on the ground in Oakland, plus archival research of daily 
newspaper reporting. However, he also tries to write in a storybook fashion, which he learned 
from his reading of literature, since a story line is the most interesting way to consume 
information. He writes with a beginning and an end, as descriptive as possible, so that you “feel 
like you are there”. 

Dr. Oden has written two books and put together two anthologies. He wrote his dissertation as if 
it was a book, and then made it more palatable to the general reader. He put City Hall on the 
cover because that is “where the crimes are committed”. The “Blacks” in the title are the black 
people not being represented by local government, the “Brown” is Jerry Brown who was the 
mayor. In 1966, there was a change in the framework of politics with the rise of the Black Panther 
Party. Since he wanted to be a full professor and faced academic pressure, he continued and 
updated the first book into a second one that went through 2017. He put pizzazz into his writing, 
like fiction, to make it more readable. The introduction to the first book began with “What the 
**** happened in Oakland?”, a quote from John Stewart on The Daily Show, regarding the 
Occupy Oakland movement (from Occupy Wall Street in New York). The second edition opens with 
the Warriors chant, celebrating the Golden State Warriors basketball team. Stan comments that 
“social political analysis” doesn’t sound as interesting as “Warriors”. 

The Q&A and discussion that followed included remarks about 
inclusivity in politics, gerrymandering, getting more people to 
participate. Dr. Oden hopes that he can influence minds in the 
right way. He wants people to understand history and the 
struggle to make politics equitable. His books also speak to 400 
years of violence against blacks, LatinX, native people, women, 
and gays – without consequences. He finally sees a paradigm 
shift in political consciousness toward social justice. He says that 
this work is hard. Young people need to become leaders. Edric 
Cane mentioned his work to get a man out of prison. [See 
“Member News” in this issue.] 

Michel Inaba talked about raising her sons in the East Bay. She 
mentioned Ruth Beckford-Smith, a renowned dancer and 
teacher, who started the breakfast program for children at St. 
Augustine’s Church. She noted that Oakland has a collection of 
Smith’s papers in the African American Museum and Library, and 
hopes someone will write a children’s book about her.



CWC Sacramento First Friday Networking Zoom 
February 5, 2021 

“If You Can Write, You Can Write Songs” 
With Al Zagofsky 

Songwriter/Songwriting Instructor/Publisher 

By Marcia Ehinger 

Al Zagofsky had a mid-life crisis and changed careers from 
engineering to writing, publishing and journalism. He wrote for a 
Pennsylvania newspaper for 15 years. Then, he began publishing an 
online magazine, California Update, and a number of California 
Writers Club Sacramento members have contributed articles. 
Recently, Al took a class in Protest Music at the CSUS Renaissance 
Society and began writing his own songs. “Now, I’ve written over 100 
songs. It’s easy. You can do it too.” 

Al conducted a delightful class which started with his comment that “if 
you have poem, you have a song. Just add a tune to it.” He regaled us with a number of stories about 
well-known singers, and with some of his own songwriting. He noted that most songwriters can’t read 
music, and many traditional songwriters could not read or write. In American music, slaves sang as 
they worked and shared songs, and nobody knows who wrote them. So, he offered these tips (TIPPS): 

• T = Tradition: Steal old tunes to overlay your poetry, tunes with unknown authors and no 
copyright protection. 

• I =  Independence: There are no rules. You can write whatever you want – rhythm, rhyme, 
subject, melody. 

• P = Passion: Use your enthusiasm and excitement to say what you want to say. 
• P = Prosody: What you write and how you say it, the rhythm of language. Try different pitch, 

speed, emotion, pauses… 
• S = Story: “Songwriting equals three chords and the truth.” [Harlan Howard’s definition of 

country music.] Actually, it’s three chords and a story. You tell a story and apply the chords to 
it. Don’t let the truth get in the way of a good story. 

Q&A: Michel asked why the current protests don’t have songs. Al responded that we can’t get together 
right now; we have to do everything via the internet. Al says that people wouldn’t know a new song. 
It’s good to have a call and response song, where someone sings a line and the group repeats it. A 
new song should have some familiar elements, like blues or rock.  

Al was also asked about finding the time to do something new. He replied that you need to find your 
muse, and see what time and place work for you. He talked a bit about song structure, having a hook 
(something that catches the ear), adding chords to the words, or using a traditional tune for the 
music. He reminded us that the old Celtic or Appalachian songs were just stories. New lyrics can be 
copyrighted. Make sure to add your name and date to the ©. 

You can watch the promo for Al’s History and Practice of Songwriting Class on YouTube: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ACj4QiHUA-g  The California Update site is: 
www.CAUpdate.com. You can contact Al at alzagofsky@gmail.com.
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Lou Foley Gave Back to Aspiring Writers 
by Marsha Porter 

      Longtime CWC member Lou Foley was born on October 22, 1933 in Toronto, Canada. Her skill at writing for 
radio broadcasts led to a job in the United States. Here she met and married Don Foley and raised two sons. 
     She wrote humorous slice of life vignettes about family life in her column “From the Kitchen Window”.  
      She also published 30 mid-grade and young adult novels. Cats were featured in a number of her books, 
including The Vampire Cat series, the Said the Cat series, and the single title The Catnap Cat-astrophe. 
     She wrote Choose Your Own Adventure books and Twistaplot books. These offered the reader outcome options 
while adding to Lou’s planning and plot twisting. 
     When Nancy Drew was re-introduced in The Nancy Drew Files, Lou wrote Moving Target and Stolen Affections 
for the series. Each was a completely new mystery for Nancy Drew to solve not a reworking of a previous work. 
     Lou’s writing talent earned her awards in many contests including first place two years in a row in the Elk 
Grove Friends of the Library Short Story Contest. She was a genius at flawlessly editing down her stories to meet 
word count guidelines without losing meaning or message. 
      Her coaching skills were legendary among fledgling writers, many becoming friends with their ever-
encouraging mentor.  Locally, she taught writing classes at The Learning Exchange. She also taught 
correspondence courses for The Institute of Children’s Literature. Manuscripts by would-be writers would be 
mailed to her by the school. She would edit and offer reworking advice to her students. The school paid a pre-set 
amount for each manuscript, but Lou always spent three times the allotted minutes making her pay minimum 
wage at best. She said she didn’t mind. She just wanted to help her students.  
      Just months before her death, she edited a 700-page novel offering this advice, “Start on your page 350. The 
rest is a distraction that adds nothing to the book as a whole.” 
      Lou was working on a grittier novel about a girl imprisoned by 
an abusive aunt. The girl escapes but  
faces uncertainty and terror after she runs away.  
    As a friend, Lou was an excellent listener and cheerleader. Her 
advice and encouragement were always exactly what one needed. 
Her clever spin and sense of humor made us look forward to her 
honest criticism of both our personal lives and literary pieces. 
     On February 19, 2021, Lou succumbed to complications due to 
COPD. She will be greatly missed by everyone who had the privilege 
of knowing her.

Robert (Bob) Pacholik 

 by Kitty Williamson 

Robert (Bob) Pacholik of Carmichael, California passed away of a heart attack on 
January 16, 2021, at age 75. Bob devoted his retirement to writing. He published 
two novels, Crab Louie and Saigon Summer, and an award-winning book of short 
stories, Night Flares. 
                     
His experience as a combat photographer in the Vietnam War affected him deeply 
and changed how he saw life and the world.  He wanted to convey that vision to 
others in his novels and short stories.  Creative and restless by nature, Bob had 
multiple careers, some simultaneously,  
including newspaper reporting, teaching, securities brokerage with Merrill Lynch, 
and then running his own business as an investment advisor. He is survived by his 
wife of 40 years, Kitty, and by his two children, Tom and Julie.
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Obituaries 

This month, we remember three members and friends who left their mark on the 
Sacramento area and the California Writers Club Sacramento.



Robert "Bob" Quinlan  
 

January 14, 2021   (Legacy.com)    

     Marysville, California - Robert "Bob" Quinlan humbly passed away 
in the grace of love on January 14, 2021. Bob was born in San 
Francisco on St. Patrick's Day and raised in Fair Oaks, though he 
never really grew up. He graduated from Del Campo in the class of 
'75 before proudly serving in the US Navy. He returned to Fair Oaks 
to raise his family and graduated from Sac State with a degree in 
Psychology, making a career in medical sales. "BQ" moved to Folsom 
as an active community member, graciously helping countless others 
through decades of service in Rotary, Interact, and spreading 
goodwill each Christmas as one of Santa's jolliest helpers. This 
proud, and often loud, Irishman loved river rafting, playing & 
coaching softball, and accomplishing over 300 scuba dives. Bob 
poured his huge heart into his family, his friends and more recently, 
his faith. His boisterous laugh and warm smile were known to light 
up the room. He spent the last year of his life peacefully in Marysville 

while refusing to let Melanoma alter his active lifestyle. Bob had a passion for life and lived every day of 
his 63 years. He will be deeply missed.  
     Bob is survived by his loving angel, Kathy Hawes, his sister Kelli, daughters Shannon Todd and 
Bonnie Napton, sons-in-law Brent and Bryan, his four adoring grandchildren Will, Gavin, Katie and 
Lorraine who loved to play with their "Grandaddy." Bob is preceded in death by his parents Patrick and 
Peggy Quinlan.  
     A celebration of life will be held in Bob's honor when we can gather together. Here so briefly, gone 
too soon, forever loved. 

CWC Sacramento Member Comments: 
I just read that bob Quinlan died in Jan. He facilitated the first fri network meeting for a couple yrs.; 
dropped out but then came back to a few meetings about 18 months ago. Always wore a smile and 
spread goodwill. He facilitated a post-session last yr. when he wanted to get more involved. — Kim 
Edwards 

Yes, Bob was the facilitator at the first Friday Network.  The first time I attended, I think there were 
about a dozen of us, and he spoke about his book.  He really was an 
inspiration, and when I was asked to take over the Network, I adopted the 
format that he used to conduct the meeting.  He will be missed. — 
CJ Larson 

So sad to hear of Bob’s passing. If my memory is correct, he was the first 
CWC-Sacramento member to promote his book via an in-person interview 
live on a local TV program. To my knowledge, Bob pioneered the idea & 
made the arrangements himself for his interview. His book was about love 
& relationships. — Cheryl Stapp 

What a shock! Bob always lent an upbeat air to an event. His book is Earn 
It: Empower Yourself for Love (2010). I remember several things about his 
book launch at Border's in Folsom: 1) He was able to hold it there in spite 
of it being self-published; 2) It was very well attended; and 3) It provided 
a grand reunion of many writers in a wonderful place that, sadly, no longer 
exists. — Susan Osborn
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CWC Sacramento Branch Leadership  

FY 2019-2020 
Officers  

Interim President: Kimberly A. Edwards 
Kimberlyedwards00@comcast.net  

First Vice-President/Programs: Gloria Pierrot-Dyer 
qquill76@gmail.com 
   
Second Vice-President/Membership: Jenifer Rowe  
jenifererowe@gmail.com  

Secretary: John Patterson 
2johnpatterson@gmail.com 
   
Treasurer: Karen Terhune 
koyotesky@gmail.com 
   
Board of Directors  
Linda Champion, Outreach  
championwritingcreations@comcast.net  
   
Marcia Ehinger, Newsletter Content Editor  
mehinger@comcast.net  

Jenifer Rowe, Webmaster 
  
Gloria Pierrot-Dyer (First VP, Programs) 

John Patterson, Critique Groups and Beta Readers Coordinator 

Mark Heckey, E-blast coordinator 
mheckey@comcast.net 

Consultants to the Board  
Larry Mandelberg, Writers’ Mastermind Facilitator 
larry@mandelberg.biz 

   
Club Positions  
Ray & Maryann Blain, Saturday Meeting Registration  
Rosi Hollinbeck, Newsletter Layout Editor 
Judith Presnall, Contest Coordinator  
Cheryl Stapp, First Friday Network Coordinator  
Michel Lynn Inaba, First Friday Program Coordinator 
 inabaml@gmail.com
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